Towards a mathematical model of cell motility.
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States of crosslinks.

Introduction
The migration of cells is driven by the directed
polimerisation of actin filaments in the region
of the cell front termed the lamellipodium.
The actin filaments build a meshwork (fig 1)
in which the growing ends are at the front and
the depolymerising ends are at the rear (fig
2). To maintain stability the filaments are
crosslinked by actin binding proteins (ABP).
Since there is continuous turnover of the
meshwork through treadmilling of actin from
the front to the back, there must also be a
continuous turnover of the crosslinks.
In this work we model the turnover of the
lamellipodium meshwork using basic
assumptions about the mechanical
consequences of crosslinking interactions.

The biological model
The fastest moving
vertebrate cell is the
epidermal keratocyte
derived from fish or
amphibia. These cells
exhibit continuous
locomotion and a
constant shape and
therefore are ideal for
structural modelling
studies.

The diagonal organisation of actin filaments
and their continual turnover suggest that
there is a lateral flow of filaments across the
lamellipodium during cell movement. This
lateral flow is intrinsic to the model.

Figure 1: Electron micrograph of a keratocyte
lamellipodium showing the diagonal
meshwork of actin filaments.

Migrating melanoma cell with actin density
highlighted in color code. The lamellipodium
is the concave ridge on the right.
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Figure 2: Schematic
illustration of the
molecular
interactions in the
lamellipodium
showing crosslinkers
and other proteins
involved in
lamellipodial
dynamics.
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The mathematical model

The mathematical model is based on
•Rotational symmetry as a first
approximation.
•Minimising the total potential energy of the
network arising from the combined effects of
•The stretching of the membrane
•The stiffness of the filaments
•The twisting and stretching of crosslinks
as they move further inwards to a position
of smaller radius in the network.
•Graded length of filaments
•Treadmilling
•A dynamic making and breaking of
crosslinks according to the changing angle
between filaments and the stress in the
crosslink.

Conclusion and prospects
The basic features of retrograde flow in a
symmetrical lamellipodium are explained
by the model. Further efforts will be
directed at formulating a model for the
general, asymmetric case for a moving
cell in which there is a transition from
polymerising filaments at the front to
contracting filaments at the rear.
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